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Wow,  what a difference a month makes!  Let’s take a look to see the dramatic changes to both sides of 

our Harbor Club expansion project. 

 

Event Center 

Slab was poured  
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Front entrance steps were also poured 

 
Framing was started  



 
And largely finished! 

 
Internal view of event center space looking back to existing HC. When finished, 

new event center to be approx. 5000 square feet. 



 
Roof was framed and prepped for shingles. 

 
As mentioned in previous BOG’s the event center was way behind and certainly needed to 

play catch up.  However, the Member’s Grille side has also seen some nice advances. 

 



 

Member’s Grille 

Roof was completed and shingled. 

 
 

Members Grille was wrapped and then sided with Hardie Plank. 

 
Largely finished siding with metal roof installed at entrance. 

Exterior doors and windows installed. 



 
 

In the next couple of weeks, we should see some grading on the Members Grille side 

in preparation for curbing and guttering along that side of the parking lot.  Both sides 

will start to see extensive plumbing and electrical work before drywall. 

 

We still feel the project will be complete towards the middle of January.  Yes, that’s 

January of 2020.  Thanks for reading and your continued interest and support for 

your Harbor Club. 

 

But wait, I saved the best pic for last, 

 

Aaron, our supervisor, bought lemonade from this little girl for all his subs a few weeks 



 

back.  Needless to say, it put smiles on everyone’s faces. Hope it does for you too! 😄 

 
 
 

 

Thank you,  

Your Board of Directors 

yourboard@fawnlakecc.com 
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